Multi-OEM ADAS Recalibration Target System

Offers quick & accurate target calibrations.

Universal and portable target system designed to work on multiple OEM systems. The high-precision measuring bar can flexibly be adjusted for the vehicle being repaired. Computerized laser measuring system allows for fast and highly accurate setup for all supported OEMs.

Finally—an easy-to-use and precise system that allows for target based recalibrations on the most popular vehicle ADAS systems. Now you can complete target calibration work in-house!

What is included with the MCS-415 system?

- High-precision measuring bar with 2 sliders for the magnet uptake of calibration maps (comes calibrated)
- Resilient trolley with robust post taking up the measuring bar
- P-Assist line-laser module for the alignment of the measurement bar towards the vehicle reference points
- P-Assist measurement stand for both front and rear axles
- 5 m tape measure, plumb bob and chalk line

- Complete system coverage for supported OEMs
- Quick set-up: replacement of calibration targets and their alignment towards the vehicle can be done within seconds
- Maximum calibration accuracy due to magnetic calibration-target socket
- Complies with the specifications of the vehicle manufacturers
- Line laser for the alignment towards the vehicle
- Green laser line visible even at bright light
- Multi-target shop starter kit provides ultimate versatility